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CRUISE MISSILE ATTACK:
SURFACE MISSILES IN “AMERIKA”
The following rules will help you incorporate these new units into your AMERIKA
game. Feel free to pick and choose which ones to use so long as all players agree.
These can help balance the game when players of differing skill levels play against
each other, or add new dimensions and strategy for advanced players.
German rocket technology began early on as a means to defend the coasts of
Fortress Europe and cause fear or destruction from long range. Learning from the
Nazi V-1 program, the U.S. began development of the JB-2 Loon, a near copy of the
feared V-1. In Amerika, these technologies have become battle tested by both sides
by 1946 and are ready for deployment to the battlefield.
This expansion allows players a new type of weapon on both sides of the battlefield.
Helping both forces to disrupt enemy actions, cruise missiles are used during the
Conduct Guerilla Attacks phase.
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ALLIED JB-2 LOON MISSILES

will bolster guerilla actions and soften
enemy attacks by potentially knocking out a key unit. Limited range is a weakness
though essentially making it long range artillery.

USA

JB-2 Loon
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The Allies are a bit behind in getting this system operational in the field and must
therefore wait until turn 3 before receiving the first one. The Allies receive one Loon
for free each turn during the Place Reinforcements phase of turns 3 through 6. They
are free to place them according to the standard new unit placement rules. Once
four JB-2s have been received, no additional free units are received in subsequent
turns after turn 6.
To use the JB-2 Loon, the Allied player may attack with each JB-2 at the same time as
resolving their guerilla attacks. Roll 1D12 for each JB-2 fired into an adjacent enemy
occupied territory and destroy one enemy ground (no fighters or bombers) unit on a
roll of 1 or 2. They cannot destroy units immune to Luck Shots.
The JB-2 Loon can be free moved one space during the Allied Move Units phase, but
must forego firing during the next Guerilla Attack phase.
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GERMAN V-1 MISSILES give the German player the ability to disrupt Allied
attacks during the Allied turn like a guerilla attack.

GERMANY V-1 Flying Bomb
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Germany has come prepared, ensuring plenty of V-1s were included in the
transport’s cargo. However, they must clear a landing area before offloading can
begin. Therefore, the Germans receive one V-1 for free each turn during the Place
Reinforcements phase as long as they control at least one land territory. They are
free to place them in any friendly controlled territory including city zones. Once six
V-1s have been received, no additional free units are allowed. If using the optional
Token Set Rules in conjunction with these, do not build V-2s according to those
rules. Instead, the Axis player may forego receiving a new V-1 in any turn they are
eligible, and upgrade an existing V-1 to a V-2. Place a V-2 marker in place of the V-1
marker to show the upgrade. This unit would now follow the V-2 rules found in that
rule set. Once a combination of six V-1s and V-2s have been received, no new units
may be built, although V-1s may continue to be upgraded to V-2s.
To use the V-1, the Axis player may attack with each V-1 during the Guerilla Attack
phase on the Allied turn. Roll 1D12 for each V-1 fired into an adjacent enemy
occupied territory and destroy one enemy ground (no fighters or bombers) unit on a
roll of 1 or 2. They cannot destroy units immune to Luck Shots.
The V-1 Flying Bomb can be moved 1 during the Axis Move Units phase, but must
forego firing during the next Guerilla Attack phase.
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THANK YOU FOR PURCHASING THIS AMERIKA
EXPANSION AND ENJOY THE GAME!

HistoricalBoardGaming.com (United States)
HistoricalBoardGaming.eu (Germany)
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